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Abstract— Crime is one of the global issue that law enforcers needs to monitor, implement laws and policies
towards the development of a solutions for the public safety. With the advancement of technology, crime
reports are now accessible and can be seen visually through the use of mobile phone to purposely increase
public awareness and will serve as guide for the community to make an effective decision making. This study
aim to develop a crime map application that will serve as a platform of information for the law enforcers and
for the community to strategically address issues and concerns relative to crime. A systematic investigation is
conducted, 408 residents participated the survey from the 17 barangays of Binan, Laguna, Philippine, VModel approach is applied to ensure that all components of the requirements are reviewed accordingly. The
ISO9126 is used to evaluate the application in terms of its functionality, usability, portability, reliability, and
efficiency which marked an evaluation result of 3.92 ―very satisfactory‖
Keywords— Crime, crime map, crime density
I. INTRODUCTION
Crime is a result from a violation to any law [2] which existed since hate and anger were introduced to
mankind [43] as a result to uncontrollable emotions because of misinterpretations and misunderstandings. It was
a self-defense mechanism [62] that later turned to a concern to public safety [29]. It is an unpredictable activity
happening in any places [24]. In fact, crime is a global issue increasing day by day [8] which is a result from
different causes like gangs, 82%; irresponsible parenthood, 80%; poverty, 74%; unemployment, 74%; unstable
judicial system, 69%; drug addiction and alcoholism, 67%; influences of bad peers, 63%; and increased
availability of guns, 55%; [54]. Thus, crimes must be controlled through the enforcement of the law to protect
the public's security.
With crime being an issue and concern, there are several solutions and policies implemented to reduce the
growing crime rates. The government authorities create and pass laws and policies against crime offenses [25].
The police authorities strengthen their force with a purpose to fight and control crimes [49]. Moreover, they use
different technologies like CCTVs [3], telephones [53], and desktop computers and laptops to connect to the
internet (social-networking sites and official websites) [6]. Furthermore, smartphones are the most portable tool
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used by most police authorities as these allow easy messaging, web browsing, and picture and video taking,
being an effective tool used both by the police authorities and the public [33]. This, it is an effective tool for
crime monitoring and dissemination [23]. In fact, as of 2016, there are an approximately 22,495,029 Filipinos
mobile users proving its capabilities as a way in information dissemination [7]. To further monitor crime
activities, crime maps are developed [32]. Crime maps show visuals of the density of crime occurring onto
places in a certain area [51]. Through the introduction of the internet, the traditional paper pin-point maps are
integrated to provide a more comprehensive view of crime in its environment [28] aiming to easily reach the
public [31]. Thus, crime maps are considered as one of the significant tools in crime [1]. These solutions aim to
help in developing effective strategies and tactics, improving safety, and informing the public for awareness [39].
Through the introduction of such technology, the data collected grows faster [22]. For it to be analysed and to
further understand and address other concerns raised by crime, data mining [30] and information management
[55] are introduced making them as important weapons in law enforcement. In mining data collected, the classic
and well-known Apriori Algorithm is utilized [62][48] for its proven effectiveness used in different fields like in
business [27], education [4], tourism [12], transportation [56], health [60][20][38], and security [41][34].

PROJECT CONTEXT

For the past years to date, level of crime has raised immeasurably worldwide [26] that continuously
endangers the security of the public. In 2014, from the data gathered by World Data Atlas [61], Philippines
ranked 8th out of 166 countries in the world with a total of nine-thousand seven-hundred ninety-seven (9,797)
crimes (index and non-index). And in 2016, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNDOC) [58]
reported an increasing trend of crime rate (mostly murder, rape, theft, robbery and kidnapping) in the
Philippines since 2009. The Philippines is a developing country with problems being faced and are being solved
until now [50] ever since the declaration of Martial Law in 1972 [16].
From the statistics gathered by the Philippine National Police (PNP) on 2015, it has showed that
CALABARZON (Region 4) has the highest crime volume recorded on crimes against person. National Capital
Region (NCR) got the highest volume of crimes against property and followed by Central Visayas, and
CALABARZON [21]. In the crime statistics report of PNP Region 4A (CALABARZON) in 2013, Laguna has a
total of one-thousand fifty-nine (1,059) index crimes which are mostly crimes committed against a person
(murder, homicide, physical injury and rape) [47]. According to www.numbeo.com, as of late December 2016
and early January 2017, crime rates in Laguna are significantly high [17]. Furthermore, Laguna ranks first with
the most against-person crimes (114 reports) and second in against-property crimes (99 reports) as of the latest
statistical report of PNP CALABARZON in May 2016 [45].
Based on the 2016 records of PNP Biñan, the barangays in Biñan City were arranged from highest to lowest
according to their crime volume. The three (3) barangays with the highest record of crimes are Mamplasan,
Soro-soro and Malaban; with the average record of crimes are Malamig, San Antonio and Canlalay; and with
the lowest record of crimes are Ganado, Platero and Biñan. Furthermore, as of January 2017, Biñan City has a
total of ninety-four (94) crimes against persons, twenty-eight (28) of it is Murder, and seventy-three (73) crimes
against property.
Over the years, PNP stayed traditional [46] but their way of monitoring to crimes became insufficient. To
properly meet its mission and vision to serve and protect the country and enforce the law, upgrading their crime
enforcement fitted to the current era would be an advantage towards the attainment of a safer place to live, work,
invest and do business through new technologies.
As security is concerned, it has a major problem in information dissemination that hinders its function
because of its lack of efficient communication platform between the police authorities and the public [36]. But
since the rise of smartphones, it simplifies communications by securely, efficiently, instantly and directly giving
the information to the users [35]. Smartphones have been in use to access information even while on the move
[10] proving its effectiveness.
Throughout the years, the growing amount of crime data is not beneficial if it cannot be analyzed [42]. To
solve the growing number of crime rates, crime mapping has been sought as the solution [14]. Since Mapping
and Analysis for Public Safety (MAPS) program [40] innovated the crime mapping, it helped identifying crimeprone areas in USA, the pioneer country in web-based crime mapping. Despite the innovations, some crime
maps still have insufficiencies. Showing only numbers like Police.uk Crime Map [15] gives less visualization of
the crime density in specific areas. Crime MappingTM [19], CrimeReportsTM [59] and Crime Map [9] show pinpoints of where the crime occurs but less emphasis on the real density of the crime. Crime maps like LexisNexis
[37] divides its scope (USA) per state and NYC Crime Map [44] per precinct (New York City) which is not
applicable to Biñan City’s setting. Additional, some crimes (Burglary, Arson, Fraud and Vandalism) mentioned
in such crime maps are not part of PNP-Biñan's seven-focus crime. There are no existing mobile crime map
applications in the Philippines.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A. General Problem
The researchers found out that there is no existing mobile application that informs the public about the crime
incidents in Biñan City.
B. Specific Problems
1) Difficulty in crime information dissemination: Through an interview conducted with PO2 Maestro of PNP
Biñan, there is a difficulty in disseminating crime information on barangays due to limited count of police
officers. They assign police officers to engage into dialogues per barangay, and to send out posters, flyers and
brochures to inform and spread news to the public. According to the survey conducted to four-hundred eight
(408) respondents from 24 barangays in Biñan City, seventy-seven (77) of them have never received any crime
news from their barangay, one-hundred twenty-nine (129) received news rarely from their barangay, and onehundred thirty seven (137) sometimes received news from their barangay. When the respondents were asked
where they get information about crimes, majority answered news either from television and/or internet with
two-hundred sixty-six (266), and second is gossips and telltale with two-hundred fifteen (215). The sources of
information by the respondents are either national broadcast or unreliable source. Amongst the respondents,
one-hundred twenty-two (122) get their news from barangay halls and police stations. Furthermore, twohundred sixty-four (264) see the importance of being informed with crime incidents in their barangay. Limited
source of information lessens the use of reported crime data and developed crime density map. It is mostly
because of the fast development the city, faster than the police department being able to expand. If the police
department has not developed to meet that progress, it could result and fall into a shortage [57]. Furthermore,
reports received by the community, which is indirect from the police officers, are not validated, giving a higher
probability of false news [13].
2) Time-consuming in processing crime reports to monitor crime dense area: Through the interview
conducted, the researchers asked on how a crime statistics is generated, PO2 Maestro said that the Technical
Operation Center generates paper-based report monthly through manual recording and filing of reports which
usually take time. With regards to the monitoring, the current ratio, according to the PNP Biñan, is 1
police:2,700 civilians, which makes monitoring harder. Despite the force multipliers (city marshals & barangay
tanods), the ratio is still far from the standard ratio.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
A. General Objective
To develop a mobile android application that will provide information about crime occurrences in Biñan City.
B. Specific Objectives
1) To design an online crime map application. The application allows the police staff and community users to
view the necessary details of the crime such as the incident details, crime type, location, and number of
persons involved (victim/s & offender/s). Also, the users can view the statistics of the crime occurrence
per barangay and per crime type. And to validate that there is a need to develop the application, the
researchers conducted a survey to three-hundred eighty-three (383) residents in Biñan which resulted that
majority of them agreed to the development of a mobile android application that would provide
information about crime.
2) To design an application that could process crime reports to monitor crime dense areas. The application
allows the admin and the police officers to create and submit crime reports directly to their mobile phone
that will automatically generate crime reports that will provide the police officers and community users to
view the crime hotspots means density of crime reports in a barangay which provide the users to identify
and classify the barangay with the level of crime occurrence: a) Level 4 is RED which means that the
public is recommended to be highly cautious at all times due to the severity of crime incidents; (b)
Level 3 is ORANGE which means that the public is advised to be cautious due to the moderate
occurrence of crime incidents; (c) Level 2 is YELLOW which means that the public must be careful due
to the moderately low risk of crime incidents; and (d) Level 1 is GREEN which means that the
public is considered safe with a low risk to any crime incidents.
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SCOPE AND LIMITATION
A. Scope
The study focused on crime density map in Biñan City. The application includes the following features:
1) Crime Density Map Module: This module showed the crime map of Biñan City, Laguna where areas are
colored in accordance to the crime density upon each: (a) Level 4 is RED which means that the public is
recommended to be highly cautious at all times due to the severity of crime incidents; (b) Level 3 is
ORANGE which means that the public is advised to be cautious due to the moderate occurrence of crime
incidents; (c) Level 2 is YELLOW which means that the public must be careful due to the moderately low
risk of crime incidents; and (d) Level 1 is GREEN which means that the public is considered safe with a
low risk to any crime incidents;
2) Crime Statistics Module: This module showed the generated crime statistic from the crime reports in the
application divided into two tabs, per barangay and per crime type; and
3) Crime Reports Module: This module allows to create and submit crime reports that contains required
fields such as the (a) Location. It identifies the place where the crime occurred. It is the most required field
in the crime report; (b) Date and Time. It identifies when the crime specifically occurred. This is
automatically encrypted once the crime report is submitted; (c) Age. It identifies the age range of the
suspect/s and/or victim/s; (d) Gender. It identifies the sex of the suspect/s and/or victim/s; and (e) Number
of Suspect/s and
Victim/s. It identifies the number of the suspect/s involved and/or victim/s affected.
B. Limitations
 The application cannot predict crime incidents.
 Not all data and information are included in this application, such as the physical attributes of the victim/s
and/or suspect/s, for confidentiality purposes.
 The application does not include blotter reports.
 The application can run efficiently in Google Chrome, and Microsoft Edge.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
 Police Officers. The study will be beneficial to the police officers to help them in monitoring crime-dense
areas that will serve as determinant to implement and create solutions and policies.
 Community. The study will greatly benefit to make better decision making and to increase awareness of any
criminal activities within their area.
 City Government. The study will improve their services to the public.
 Researchers. The study will serve as evidence of their technical skills as Computer Science students.
 Future Researchers. The study will be used as reference for the future researchers to improve the study.
II. METHODOLOGY
The researchers applied the concept of V-model to ensure the accuracy of every stages in the development of
the application process [52].

Fig. 1 Verification Model

1) System Requirements Specification: In this phase, the researchers identified the essential requirements
through gathering of relevant information such as surveys, interviews and observation and ideas from
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2)

3)
4)
5)

related research work. The planning mainly focused on the identification of requirements that need to be
analysed and reviewed before the development starts and most importantly what strategies and
techniques to address current situation.
High-Level Design (HLD). In this phase, the flow of the application has been thoroughly studied through
interpretation of diagrams that will help the process owner understand the objectives in a visual
presentation. These diagrams are then presented and evaluated based on the agreed requirements
expected in the application.
Low-Level Design (LLD). In this phase, the researchers applied the object oriented design principles with
regarding to the coding activity
Construction. The researchers identified available tools to build and execute the application.
Testing. The researchers conducted a series of test. (a) Unit Testing. The researchers installed the
application to different mobile phones to check and test if there are compatibility issues with the
minimum version to the maximum version; (b) Integration Testing. The researchers integrates each
modules together and tests the communication of the internal modules within the application. They
installed the compiled application into a mobile phone and tested the connection between modules, and
buttons to secure that each are working properly and appropriately; and (c) System Testing. The
researchers checked the entire functionality and communication of the application. They run numerous
testing, from the buttons to the connection of the database to the application, to eliminate bugs and errors.
An expert is sought to help them in debugging the application. Moreover, ISO 9126 is utilized to
evaluate the characteristics of the application to ensure that the requirements are being met.

ALGORITHM
The Apriori Algorithm is a dominant and widely-used algorithm in terms of mining frequent item sets [11]. It
identifies the frequent individual items in the database and expanding them into a larger item set provided that
those items appear adequately often in the database [5]. The algorithm was applied to the application by getting
the specific crime and the number of their occurrence in a specific barangay from the inputted crime reports in
the database. A crime will only be frequent if it is equal or more than the minimum support. It will then check
the crimes, classify them and associate them according to their barangay.

Fig. 2 Apriori Algorithm in Pseudocode
TABLE I
SYMBOLS IN THE PSEUDOCODE
C1
F1
K
Fk-1
T
D
Ct
ϵ
∪

candidate1 itemset
frequent1 itemset
itemset
pruning itemset
transactions
database
count support
element
universal

The Apriori Algorithm simply works through the following: find out frequent 1-itemsets, denoting as F1.
Secondly, use F1 to find out frequent 2-itemsets and denote them as F2. Then, use F2 to find F3, and so on, until
Fk which could not meet the minimum support which would result as the frequent k-item sets. This generates
the candidate sets as small as possible. In order to achieve it, the following two properties are used: (1) any nonempty subset of frequent item sets must also be frequent item sets; and (2) Any superset of non-frequent item
sets must also be non-frequent item sets. Moreover, the researchers applied the algorithm for the crime statistics.
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The data are compared then fetches the crime types and pairs those in the same type. After pairing, it analyzes
which crime type is frequent. It then produced which barangay has the most crime occurrences.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The researchers specified the requirements needed:
TABLE II
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Minimum:
WINDOWS DESKTOP OS
Maximum
LINUX DESKTOP OS

Recommended:
Minimum:

ANDROID OS VERSION
Maximum:

Windows 7
ver 7601
Windows 10
ver 1709
Fedora Linux
ver 8, Werewolf
KitKat
ver 4.4.4
Nougat
ver 7.1.2
Realm Database
ver 2.1.0

ANDROID DATABASE

Recommended:

ANDROID
PROGRAMMING
SOFTWARE

Recommended

Android Studios
ver 2.2.1

WEB DATABASE

Recommended:

Microsoft SQL Server
ver 12.0

Fig. 3 Conceptual Framework of the Application

Fig. 3 shows the conceptual framework where the data such as crime report (Name, Address, Sex, Age Range,
and Number of Suspect/s and Victim/s) will be stored in the databases such as the Realm Database that will
fetch the data from the mobile application and Microsoft SQL Server that will fetch the data from the Realm
Database. These data are then analyzed using Apriori algorithm which generate the crime density visually seen
in a Google Map API that showed the level of indicators. This crime map mobile application will generate the
crime occurrence through hotspots, the crime density, the crime statistics and the numbers of crime occurrence
per barangay and per crime type.
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Fig. 4 System Architecture of the Application

Fig. 4 shows the system architecture of the application. The Admin of the application managed the main
server Fedora Linux as its operating system and Realm Database which caters the real-time mobile data syncing.
The web server received the data from the main server using Windows operating system and Microsoft SQL
Server to fetch the data from Realm Database. Web server is connected to the internet and fetched the map
through Google Maps API where the users can view the application through android mobile phones specifically
from KitKat to Nougat versions only. Also, with regards to processing of reports the authorized users can used
both mobile and web application.

Fig. 5 Context Diagram of the Application

Fig. 5 shows the Context Diagram of the application. The Admin of the application can create, edit and view
accounts to all identified authorized users. The Police Staff can only login once account has been successfully
created. He/she is allowed to submit crime reports, edit and view the crime reports thus produce crime statistics
report, crime occurrence per barangay and crime density in the area. These can be viewed the users of the
system such as the admin, police staff and the community.
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Fig. 6 Use Case Diagram of the Application

Fig. 6 shows the activity of the users. All users can log in and log out the application based on their account
level before they can view crime map and crime statistics, occurrence and density. In this application, the admin
create, view accounts and edit account details. Admin and Police Staff can create crime reports, view reports
and edit crime reports.
IV. APPLICATION INTERFACE
Mobile Interface

Fig. 7 Splash Screen

Fig. 7 shows the splash screen of the application which contains the application’s logo and name.

Fig. 8 Crime Density Map Module

Fig. 8 shows the crime density map of Biñan City per barangay. The color indicator depends on the crime
occurrence in se barangay; Green for Low; Yellow for Moderately Low; Orange for Moderately High; and Red
for High.
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Fig. 9 Crime Dashboard Module

Fig. 9 shows the dashboard displaying the crime count of each barangay in Biñan City. The barangays are
listed alphabetically displaying each address and contact details.

Fig. 10 Crime Statistics Module

Fig. 10 shows the crime statistics of Biñan City per barangay and per crime type generated through submitted
reports.

Fig. 11 Add Crime Report Module

Fig. 11 showed the add crime report where the authorized users can submit report. The report forms are as
follows: the Crime, Victim, and Suspect Information.

Fig. 12 Crime Reports Module

Fig. 12 shows the crime report submitted and this will be viewed arranged chronologically. It also displayed
the details such as the time, date and crime type. The report can be also updated by clicking the button in the
upper right of the screen or tap the report details in long pressed.
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Fig. 13 Login Module

Fig. 13 shows the login module. The Admin or Police Staff need to login to access the other modules of the
application which needs authorization before it will be accessed.
Desktop Web Interface

Fig. 14 Web Login Page

Fig. 14 shows the login page. This is the web counterpart of the application. The admin may and can only log
in to access the web-based part of the application.

Fig. 15 Home Page

Fig. 15 shows the home page of the web-based part. It includes the Registry, Accounts, and Password that
will direct you to other pages also it displayed the crime statistics per barangay and per crime type.
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Fig. 16 Accounts Page

Fig. 16 shows the accounts page of the application. There are required input fields, such as the Name,
Username, Password and Rank, in order to create or register an account.

Fig. 17 Accounts List Page

Fig. 15 shows the Account List Page. It display the details of each registered account and allows account
editing and password resetting.

V. SOFTWARE EVALUATION
TABLE III
SOFTWARE EVALUATION SURVEY RESULTS
All Characteristics
Functionality
Reliability
Usability
Efficiency
Portability
Total Weighted Mean:

Mean
4.77 WM
4.70 WM
4.74 WM
4.60 WM
4.53 WM
4.67 WM

Verbal Interpretation
Very Satisfactory
Very Satisfactory
Very Satisfactory
Very Satisfactory
Very Satisfactory
Very Satisfactory

The application is evaluated using the ISO 9126 evaluated by the experts to ensure that all the components
are meet based on its requirements. Results showed that the application marked an overall-all average weighted
mean of 4.67 “Very Satisfactory” which means that the majority of the application meet the specified
requirements. To show the detailed of the evaluation characteristic: Functionality marked a weighted mean of
4.77, “Very Satisfactory”, Reliability marked a weighted mean of 4.70, “Very Satisfactory”, Usability weighted
mean of 4.74, “Very Satisfactory”, Efficiency weighted mean of 4.60, “Very Satisfactory, Portability with a
weighted mean of 4.53, “Very Satisfactory”.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
The study concluded that the application is very useful to strengthen the dissemination of information relative
to crime in the City of Biñan more accessible to the community thus it will greatly contribute the improvement
of their services to strategically develop preemptive measures, create action plan and produce accurate and
timely reports.
VII.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The researchers highly recommend to implement the application to every city in the Philippines to automate
crime monitoring systems and crime information dissemination. And for further improvement of the application
the following features are recommended:
 Create a push notification to alert online and connected users about the latest crime incidents in the city
 Add printable crime incident reports
 Add the Criminal Wanted List of Biñan City
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